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DATA REVEALS: The Professions Brits Complain the Most About 

• Police Officers are the most complained about professionals, with ‘Police complaint’ getting 29,060 Google searches a 

month.  

• Brits complain about their estate agents 4,840 times a month.  

• Medical professionals gathered 3,770 complaint searches/month from Brits   

• The Church is not safe either, with 70 Brits searching on Google to make a ‘Priest complaint’ each month.  

• ‘Why are police officers sociopaths’ and ‘why are lawyers so miserable’ are just some of the questions Brits ask Google.  

Everyone hates estate agents – but are they the most complained about professionals in the UK? Online property 

experts Sell House Fast took to Google to find out the professions Brits love to complain the most about. 

Using SEMRush’s Keyword Magic Tool, housing experts at Sellhousefast.uk have obtained the search volumes for 

terms related to ‘complaint’ for the most notorious professions in the UK – but which ones do we love to hate the 

most?  

THE TOP 10 PROFESSIONS BRITS COMPLAIN ABOUT MOST 

 

Brits ask Google how to complain about our police force about 29,000 a month. This figure is almost 6 times bigger 

than the profession found in second place, with complaints about lawyers and solicitors googled 5,860 times a 

month.  

Estate agents can have a bad reputation, and sometimes for good reason. With that in mind, perhaps it comes as 

no surprise that 1,830 Brits google ‘Estate agent complaint’ every month.  
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BRITS ARE NOT HAPPY WITH GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES   

Perhaps the most worrisome data shown is when it comes to governmental services. While we already noticed a 

huge number of people searching for ‘Police complaint’, GPs and Teachers are also getting a high number of 

complaints. In fact, a whopping 1,830 Brits search for ‘GP complaint’ monthly, while each month 1,560 teachers 

might not be performing at the standards parents would like to either.  

Nurses, Opticians and Dentists are not doing too great either, in fact if you add together all the medical professions 

you’ll get a total of 3,770 googled complaints monthly.  

 

WHAT DOES THE PUBLIC THINK ABOUT THE TOP 6 PROFFESIONS?  

Sellhousefast.uk has analysed google search trends for the top 6 most complained about professions and found 

that Brits think the following:  

     POLICE OFFICERS                                                                                           LAWYERS   

  

 

  ESTATE AGENTS                                                                                                GPs 
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TEACHERS                                            BUILDERS 

            
 

 

 

 

If you publish the research included in this release, you must credit https://www.sellhousefast.uk/ with a clickable link.  
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